Ohio Department of Medicaid

HEIGHTENED SCRUTINY EVIDENCE PACKAGE
Setting Information
Provider’s Name

Eden Springs Assisted Living East

Location of the Setting
Sandusky County, OH

Type of Setting
Assisted Living

Number of Individuals Served at the Setting
7

Waiver Services Being Provided at the Setting
Assisted Living

Heightened Scrutiny Prong
✔

Prong 1: Setting is in a publicly or privately operated facility that provides inpatient institutional treatment.

Prong 2: Setting is in a building on the grounds of, or adjacent to, a public institution.
Prong 3: Setting has the effect of isolating individuals from the broader community.

Recommendation

As required by 42 CFR 441.301 (c) (5), the State of Ohio submits this request for heightened scrutiny review for
the setting identified above. The State has compiled evidence that the setting is integrated and supports full
access of individuals to the greater community, is selected by the individual from among disability and nondisability-specific settings, ensures individual rights, and promotes individual initiative, autonomy, choice, and
independence.

Section One

On Site Visit Observation
Date(s) Conducted
6/7/2017 and 6/5/2018

State Agency that Conducted the On-Site Visit
ODM and ODA

Description of the Setting
Eden Springs Assisted Living East, LLC, is a privately-owned Limited Liability Company in rural Green Springs, Ohio. Eden Springs Assisted Living East, LLC (hereafter AL or setting), has an assisted living (AL) setting co-located
with a nursing facility (NF). The setting and the NF operate independently of each other in every aspect except the nurse. While a nurse is shared between the NF and the AL, the nurse is cross-trained in how the AL operates
and must have training, such as What is Assisted Living? In an interview with the AL Assistant Director, she affirmed the NF has a separate administrator. Additionally, the accounting of expenses and revenues are kept
separate between the AL and NF by their accounting company.
• Separate administrative/fiscal structure
o CMS Guidance: Home and Community-based Setting Requirements, June 26, 2015, Heightened Scrutiny, Page 4, Q4
There is an exterior sign identifying the AL and NF from the main road. The AL is a multi-story setting located off a residential road and is less than a mile from shopping, restaurants, and entertainment. The NF is attached to
the back of the AL. The setting is bordered by the local elementary school, farmland, and residential homes and less than a mile from the center of town.
• 441.301(c)(4)(i) Proximity to the community
As one drives up to the setting, there are two separate entrances, one entrance is for the AL and the other is for the NF. There were no signs observed identifying the AL or NF entrances. There is a driveway entrance off the
road, leading to the parking lot. The AL and NF have separate entrances for individuals to access. When facing the setting, the NF entrance is located on the left side and toward the back of the building, off the parking lot.
The AL entrance is located at the front of the building facing the main road. There is outdoor seating at the AL entrance, and a doorbell located at the AL entrance. There is a walkway off the AL entrance, leading around the
building to the outdoor patio area. The patio area is furnished with chairs, plants, and other décor chosen by residents. There is an additional AL entrance off the patio, which individuals can use to enter and exit. This
entrance also accesses the AL dining room.
As one walks through the front doors to the AL entrance, there is another door which opens to a small entryway with a table and lamp. Further in the setting, past the table and lamp, is a small sitting area. Past the sitting
area is a hallway and off the hallway is a doorway and stairs, leading to the second floor of the AL.
The setting is physically accessible via the patio entrance and via the AL front entrance which has steps and handrails. There is designated handicap parking for individuals residing at the setting or for their visitors.
Additionally, there is a short hallway off the main lobby of the NF, leading to the AL, for individuals preferring to use this entrance. Inside the entry, the hallways have hand rails and are wide enough to accommodate
individuals in need of mobility assistance. There is also an elevator available for use to maneuver between the first and second floors of the AL.
• Meaningful Distinction/Separate entrances
o CMS Guidance: Home and Community-based Setting Requirements, June 26, 2015, Heightened Scrutiny, Page 4, Q4
• 441.301(c)(4)(vi)(E) Accessible
Off the front of the sitting area, there is a wide hallway leading to individual units. On the left side of the hallway there is another hallway perpendicular to it and about 15 feet from the small sitting area. Off the
perpendicular hallway, there is the elevator, more individual units, the nurse’s work area, and a door leading to the NF. The AL and NF are separated by a door and a small hallway at the end of the perpendicular hallway.
Near the end of the perpendicular hallway, before the small hallway door, there is an opening to the common area in the AL with tables, chairs. There is also a dedicated entertainment area within the common area of the
AL, with games, chairs, and a TV. The AL dining/activity room and the administrator’s office are off the common area. Throughout the setting, there are original artwork and antiques from the period the setting was first
built, giving the setting a homelike feel. At no time, during the state’s review did the reviewers feel like they were in an institutional setting.
• Meaningful Distinction/Separate entrances
o CMS Guidance: Home and Community-based Setting Requirements, June 26, 2015, Heightened Scrutiny, Page 4, Q4
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Individuals have the option to eat when, where, and with whom they choose. The setting offers two main entrees for lunch and dinner and a variety of substitutions. The daily menu and substitution list is
available in the AL dining room. If an individual is not satisfied with the meals offered, they are encouraged to contact the Administrator or Director of Dietary Services. The AL setting encourages
individuals to participate in food committee meetings with dietary services and the setting chef. During an interview, one individual mentioned, she discussed her concerns with the meals in the food
committee meeting, and her concerns were addressed to her satisfaction.
Visitors are always welcome and encouraged to join their loved one during meal time. If an individual is going to miss a meal, they or their family or friend may notify staff, and a meal is saved for their
return. Alternatively, a meal is sent in a to-go box with the individual, if that is their preference. Upon return, the individual may notify an aide they would like their meal.
Snacks are available in-between meals and upon request from an aide. Snacks are in the community refrigerator and cabinets in the AL dining room, according to the individuals interviewed. There is also
a snack cart available in the evening. Additionally, some individuals keep snacks in their units.
• 441.301(4)(C) Control schedule, activities, and access to food at any timeIn this setting, living units are called apartments. Individuals have decorated their living unit doors and living units with personal
and seasonal decorations. Each individual living unit has a bathroom with a walk-in shower and a kitchenette off the main area of the apartment, including a refrigerator and sink. The reviewer
interviewed an individual who furnished the unit with her own furniture and decorations from home. There were several pictures of her family and extended family on the walls and shelves. Figurines and
collectable items were displayed on night stands, bookshelves, and on the window sill.
The living units are equipped with locks, doors, curtains, and other privacy supports. Individuals interviewed, also had telephones and cell phones in their living units. Those individuals needing to use a
telephone, have access to a phone located in the administrator’s office, as well. Individuals are given a key to their living unit, if they choose to have one. The Administrator has the master key, and the
setting aides have a set to all the living units, in the case of an emergency, when an individual doesn’t respond to knocking for an appointment or medication, or during the agreed upon nightly checks, if
requested by the individual. Following a knock on the living unit door of the individual and self-identification, an authorized person will use the master key to enter an individual’s unit. The administrator
confirmed, AL staff will perform nightly routine checks of the individuals, as requested by the individual and as documented in their person centered-care plan. Some individuals are checked on, but not
awoken, at their request. One individual interviewed welcomes the checks and another asked he not be bothered after midnight.
• 441.301(c)(4)(iii) Right to privacy, Dignity
• 441.301(c)(4)(vi)(B)(1) Locked entrance doors with only appropriate staff having keys
• 441.301(c)(4)(vi)(B)(3) Individualized living spaces
Ohio has protections in place for waiver enrollees, which ensure they understand their choices. Individuals work with a case manager, their families, their provider(s), the setting administrator or other
setting official(s) to ensure the setting of choice and individual providers, are the best options to meet their needs. Upon enrollment, individuals are offered the same protections as an individual not
enrolled on a waiver and they sign the Ohio Department of Aging’s Enrollment Form. This form indicates an individual has chosen waiver services in lieu of institutionalization in a NF, including the setting
of their choice.
Prior to attending a review, reviewers request evidence from each AL setting administrator including the resident agreement. This setting confirmed individuals execute or sign a legally enforceable
agreement pursuant to ORC 3721.13, ORC 3721.16, OAC 3701-16-07, OAC 5516-44-01 and OAC 173-39-02(E).
• 441.301(4)(ii): Setting is selected by the individual from among a variety of setting options, including non-disability specific settings
• 441.301(4)(v) Individuals had a choice in selecting their non-residential service providers
• 441.301(c)(4)(vi)(A) Lease or legally enforceable tenancy agreement
Additionally, reviewers discussed individuals having a roommate with the administrator and were advised no one at this setting was sharing a living unit. The administrator stated they would discuss this
option if an individual was interested and adhere to OAC 173-39-2.16(B)(2)(a)(ii). During the review, reviewers noted no seclusion rooms, or restraints used in this setting.
• 441.301(c)(4)(vi)(B)(2) Individuals offered choice of roommates
• 441.301(c)(4)(iii) freedom from coercion and restraint.
Activity calendars are delivered at the beginning of each month to the individual’s living units. They are posted in a visible place in the setting for individuals to review. The calendar describes community
and planned activities for individuals. Activities in the community are scheduled once a week and are based on the individuals’ requests and feedback. Outings include, but are not limited to, trips to the
Dollar Tree, Walmart, library, lunch at Bob Evans and Denny’s, the Bible Museum, and to downtown Green Springs, to name a few.
Individuals may also go on outings with their family and friends, and on their own if they choose. According to the administrator, most have family and friends who pick them up for a meal out, shopping,
and family events. While there, the reviewers saw a couple individuals leave the setting, one on their own and the other with family. Another individual’s son would go out and pick up their lunch from the
individuals favorite spot downtown for both of them to enjoy back at the individual’s living unit.
The administrator confirmed there is one individual who takes a walk routinely every day to downtown Green Springs. The reviewers interviewed the individual, who shared he really enjoys the proximity
of the setting to the downtown, which is less than a mile from the setting. The setting is within walking distance of local shops, restaurants and entertainment. The setting supports individuals’ full access
to the greater community by helping them seek employment to work, engage in community life, and manage personal resources, if the individuals desire this assistance.
If an individual chooses not to participate in an activity in the community, they have many activities to choose from at the setting: luncheons, Bingo, pastoral visits, movies, arts and crafts, guest
entertainment, the reminiscing activity, card games, exercise, kickball, balloon volleyball, and other entertainment in the common areas. The reviewer observed books, newspapers, movies, and magazines
available for individuals to use in a group setting or in the private areas, if they do not wish to participate in group activities. In addition, the setting invites the local elementary students to come and read
stories to the individuals on occasion.
• 441.301(c)(4)(iv) and (v) How schedules meet peoples’ individualized needs
• 441.301(4)(C) Control schedule, activities, and access to food at any time
Individuals may access transportation with or without assistance of AL staff. The AL uses the van shared with the NF for AL outings and other transportation needs. There is a setting bus schedule to
ensure AL and NF activities are separate. Alternative transportation options such as taxis, ride sharing, and TRIPS (the public transportation service) are available in a binder next to the nurse’s station.
Those individuals with their own vehicles may use them for transportation to the community and park in the setting’s parking lot. Family members and friends are also contacted to help with
transportation needs. Individuals may contact their case manager to assist in arranging transportation, as well. Transportation services are arranged for all scheduled outings at no additional charge to the
individual.
• 441.301(c)(4)(iv) and (v) How schedules meet peoples’ individualized needs
• 441.301(c)(4)(i) & 42 & 441.301(c)(4)(vi)(C). Proximity to and availability of transportation
• Meaningful Distinction/Separate transportation
o CMS Guidance: Home and Community-based Setting Requirements, June 26, 2015, Heightened Scrutiny, Page 4, Q4
The setting ensures that individuals living at the setting, not only feel safe and secure, but are safe and secure. While the AL main entrance is locked overnight, this does not prohibit individuals from
entering and exiting the setting at their discretion. Individuals may always call ahead for entry through the AL or ring the doorbell at the front door of the AL. During the day and into the early evening,
they may use the patio door entrance at the side of the AL in the AL dining room as well. Any modifications to this access are authorized in the person-centered service plan.
• 441.301(4)(C) Control schedule, activities, and access to food at any time
• 441.301(c)(4)(iv) and (v) How schedules meet peoples’ individualized needs
AL staff are separate from NF staff. Per the administrator, staff are not shared, except a nurse, if needed. AL staff receive specific training in several areas depending on their position. They are trained
upon hire, quarterly, and as needed. Training takes place face to face. The trainings include: First Aid, HIPAA and Privacy, Resident Rights, Confidentiality, Resident Abuse, Neglect, and Misappropriation,
Dementia, HIPAA, Aging in Place, CPR, Kitchen and Meal Procedures, and Infection Control, What is AL and Serious Mental Illness and Alzheimer’s?, to name a few.
• Meaningful Distinction between setting and facility
o CMS Guidance: Home and Community-based Setting Requirements, June 26, 2015, Heightened Scrutiny, Page 4, Q4
• 441.301(c)(4)(iv) and (v) Staff training regarding supporting chosen activities
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Section Two

Community Integration Observations and Input from Individuals, Family Members/Guardians, and Staff
Three individuals were interviewed without the presence of administrative staff. The questions are a set of standard questions used in a conversational tone
with individuals to ensure they are at ease during the interviews. Two of the individuals stated they were satisfied with staff and their living arrangements.
One individual mentioned she loves how staff help her with everyday tasks. Another mentioned she enjoys her apartment and the setting, as well. She likes
how the staff treats her like family and mentioned they are very nice and helpful. They all agreed the staff respect their privacy by always knocking and
waiting for an invitation to enter, shutting doors, and speaking to them in private. One mentioned staff respect her privacy, especially when she requests not
to be disturbed.
Individuals interviewed have options of when and where they want their services delivered. One individual mentioned she likes having her choice of doctors.
They all agreed there were no problems communicating with staff. Individuals confirmed they are not assigned seats in the dining room or during activities.
Additionally, individuals are not required to participate in activities. They may eat meals with whom they choose and when and where they choose. If they
choose to eat in their room, the setting will have an aide deliver the meal to their unit or the individual may take their meal to the unit themselves. They all
mentioned they prefer their meals in the dining room, and one individual stated she enjoys going to the dining room for social interaction with other
individuals. Two of the individuals mentioned the food was okay, but improving, while the other enjoyed the food. One of the individuals noted she had
bought a fresh tomato at the market and asked the setting staff to make a chef salad for her with the tomato. The Individual enjoyed both the tomato and
salad the day the reviewers visited. The same individual also participates on the food committee and stated she gave the setting chef different chicken recipes
she liked and wanted to share with others at the setting. All three individuals confirmed there are a variety of choices available during meals times.
The individuals report they can come and go as they please, and they may have visitors, at any time of their choosing. While dogs and cats are not allowed to
live at the setting, they may visit at any time; small caged animals such as birds or aquatic animals are allowed. One individual enjoys the outings offered by
the setting such as trips to Walmart and lunch at Denny’s and Bob Evans. Another mentioned her son picks her up for outings and other events outside the
setting, and everyone in the setting knows him. The two other individuals enjoy the internal activities or just taking personal walks outside the setting to
nearby attractions and restaurants. The individuals confirmed snacks are always available in the AL dining room cupboards and refrigerator. They all
mentioned there is a snack cart, which comes around in the evening. One individual expressed her joy of having ice cream every night. Individuals can also
request a snack if needed, but most have them in their units.
• 441.301(c)(4)(iii) Right to privacy and dignity
• 441.301(4)(iv) and (v) Evidence that people participate regularly outside the facility
• 441.301(4)(C) Control schedule, activities, and Access to food at any time
• 441.301(4)(D) Visitors welcome at any time
• 441.301(c)(4)(iv) and (v) How schedules meet peoples’ individualized needs
• 441.301(4)(iv) and (v) People participate in activities with others without disabilities/paid staff
• 441.301(4)(i): Interactions with community settings
Three employees were interviewed without the presence of administrative staff. All three-employees interviewed stated they support privacy and dignity of
individuals by keeping individual’s doors and blinds closed, knocking and waiting before entering a unit, talking to them in private, and by asking if they need
assistance. One employee mentioned she tries to put herself in their shoes when assisting individuals. All three employees affirmed they take training
throughout the year and mentioned the coursework listed earlier in this report.
The employees reported the aides have keys to the units, and the administrator has the master key. The keys are used for emergencies, or when an individual
is not responding to the knocks on the door, during a time they normally would, such as for an appointment or their medication, and at night during the
agreed upon nightly checks. According to an employee, the unit keys are passed down from shift to shift. Employees reported individuals leave the setting
regularly, on their own, with friends, family, or on a scheduled outing. One employee mentioned there are several individuals who take daily walks around the
building or to downtown Green Springs. Per the administrator, there is no set time to return to the setting.
The employees noted individuals leave the setting at least once a week to go into the community for scheduled activities such as shopping, dining, and
entertainment. One employee mentioned, individuals feel at home in the community. Per the administrator, most individuals also routinely go out with
family and friends. The employees also verified individuals have the flexibility to receive services and supports during the time and place of their choosing.
One employee mentioned if an individual misses a meal, staff will assist them. If an individual is knowingly going to miss a meal, the setting will pack a meal to
go, or save a meal and place it in the community refrigerator. If an individual wants a snack, they can go to the AL dining room cupboard or refrigerator. A
snack cart is provided in the evening, as well. They may also contact staff at any time for a snack.
• 441.301(c)(4)(iii) Right to privacy and dignity
• 441.301(4)(C) Control schedule, activities, and access to food at any time
• 441.301(c)(4)(vi)(B)(1) Locked entrance doors with only appropriate staff having keys
• 441.301(4)(iv) and (v) People participate in activities with others without disabilities/paid staff
• 441.301(4)(i): Interactions with community settings
• 441.301(c)(4)(iv) and (v) How schedules meet peoples’ individualized needs
• 441.301(4)(iv) and (v) Individual schedules vary to correspond with flow of community activities
• 441.301(4)(iv) and (v) Evidence that people participate regularly outside the facility
• 441.301(4)(iv) and (v) People participate in activities other than those organized by the provider
• 441.301(4)(iv) and (v) People participate in activities with others without disabilities/paid staff
• 441.301(c)(4)(iv) and (v) Staff training regarding supporting chosen activities
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Section Three

Additional Evidence
The following evidence has been compiled that demonstrates the setting is integrated in and supports full
access of individuals receiving HCBS into the greater community.
The state has considered all of the following to demonstrate the setting is integrated and supports full access
of individuals receiving Home and Community Based Services into the greater community. Where the state
has identified deficiencies, remediation has been requested.
• Abuse Policy
• Activity Calendar
• After-hours Access
• Alternative Menu
• Floor Plan
• Google Maps
• Grievance policy
• Menu
• Ohio Dept. of Health Survey
• Organization Chart
• Photos
• Provider Consumer List • Residential Agreement
• Residential Council Minutes
• Residential Employment policy
• Residential Handbook
• Residential Interviews
• Residential Rights
• Staff Interviews
• Staffing Schedule
• Staff Training
• Structural Compliance Review
• Transportation Listings
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Section Four

Public Comments Summary
Public Comment Period
Summary of Public Comments Received
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Summary of the State’s Response to the Public Comment Received
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